
                                                        
 

February 5, 2020 

Boston, Massachusetts – Bay State Physical Therapy, Massachusetts’ leading provider of physical 
therapy services, is pleased to announce its partnership with Merrimack Valley Physical Therapy 
(“MVPT”). The partnership provides critical access into Southern New Hampshire and continues to 
expand Bay State Physical Therapy’s partnership network throughout the Northeast. 

Merrimack Valley Physical Therapy has been serving Southern New Hampshire since 1983 and has 
developed an excellent reputation for its clinical quality and patient experience. The Company has 
locations in Bedford, Manchester, Nashua, and Londonderry and is poised for additional expansion. As 
part of the partnership, longtime owners David and Nancy Robator will be transitioning out of daily 
activities, and current COO Kevin Pozzi will become Managing Partner of MVPT.  

“We have a tremendous amount of respect for the MVPT organization 
and could not be happier to be partnering. Dave and Nancy’s 
character and compassion for their patients and team are truly 
unique, and we are honored to be working with Kevin to build upon 
the foundation they’ve established,” said Dr. Steve Windwer, founder 
and CEO of Bay State Physical Therapy. “The alignment of our cultures 
and values made this a special partnership opportunity, and we could 
not be more excited to bring the MVPT and Bay State PT families 
together,” said Windwer.  

David Robator added, “For the past few years, we’ve felt that a partnership may be able to provide our 
team and patients with greater resources, but we couldn’t find a partner that shared our same mission 
and values. Today, I’m confident that Bay State PT is the perfect match. Our team and patients are like 
family, and we know that Bay State PT feels the same way and will continue to hold true to our practice 
mission. The future is bright for MVPT and we’re certain that Bay State PT will not only be a good 
partner, but that Kevin and Bay State PT continue to unlock MVPT’s potential.” 

The partnership with MVPT reflects Bay State PT’s continued desire to enhance access and better serve 
its patients and partners. Since its inception, Bay State Physical Therapy has prioritized the outcomes 
and experiences of its patients and will continue to invest in developing New England’s clinical leader in 
physical therapy. 

To learn more about partnering or transitioning with Bay State Physical Therapy, visit 
www.baystatept.com or contact Brady Hill, VP of Corporate Development, at bhill@baystatept.com 

About Bay State Physical Therapy: 

Headquartered just outside of Boston, MA, Bay State Physical Therapy is a leading provider of physical 

therapy and chiropractic services throughout New England. Bay State PT’s mission is to be devoted to 

the health and wellbeing of our patients by offering exceptional, innovative rehabilitation services, to 

restore each individual's maximal function with integrity and compassion. Bay State PT supports its 

partners and affiliates by investing in the resources, operating expertise, and systems to allow therapists 

to focus on the patient and the provision of clinical care.  
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